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both a groomer on staff in addition to our Master Handlers who have gone above and introduction to grooming tools and sounds at a very young age. Lucky for us, we have cooler trim!

changing seasons - Cosmo says thank goodness for this, as he proudly sports his public. In addition, regular grooming helps to regulate body temperature with the general hygiene but to also ensure a clean and professional presentation while out in Maintaining a well kept appearance is important for a Service Dog, not only for their creation of this team, thank YOU!

to the village that took part in the training, funding, volunteering and support in the Atlas, Jeff replied, "Camping!" and next year, "Maybe even a cruise with Deaf friends!"

his work and personal environments with renewed independence and a greater sense as he usually works alone until nearly midnight. With Atlas by his side, Jeff navigates thrilled that Atlas can accompany him to work, following agreed upon safety protocols, alerting Jeff to his trained sounds. Jeff, a part-time custodian for schools, is also and near to his supportive four siblings, Jeff exuberantly reports that Atlas has been chose an ASL name sign that signifies Atlas' happily narrowing eyes when smiling, has exceeded every expectation Jeff ever had for a hearing service dog. Jeff even Jeff had always wanted a lab, and he expressed in a recent Zoom meeting that Atlas "When we get it right, I can feel it inside," Jeff, who waited four years to be matched while a training service dog, joined his dad, Jeff, and IHDI Master Handler, James Boule, for the first time on March 23rd during the weekend of his 60th birthday. In May, Atlas and Jeff set to work together for four weeks, practicing obedience and public access, attending obedience classes, practicing under a table, and walking with a grocery cart. Jeff and Atlas built confidence in executing these skills as a team through visits to an indoor mall, multi-floor sporting arena, Denver's RTD Light Rail to visit the airport, Jeff and Atlas handled it like pros. Although the airport was thick with crowds, this team navigated the bustling scene without a hitch. On the way home, it was all hugs from Jeff for Atlas. "My family and friends will please, and thrilled to be with his "person." In mid-June, all the pieces came together –

What can a gift do? It can change not one but two lives!

To the village that took part in the training, funding, volunteering and support in the creation of this team, thank YOU!
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